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ShadowTether Wristband with ShadowPhone
Introducing our ShadowTether tamperproof wristband, a cutting-edge solution for officers to effectively monitor and supervise
defendants or offenders in the community. Our wristband is designed to pair with our Enrollee App and ShadowPhone,
providing a seamless and secure system for monitoring and tracking offenders.

Our tamperproof wristband is made of durable and high-quality materials, ensuring it can withstand everyday wear and tear.
The band is designed to fit securely on the wrist, making it difficult to remove without detection. If any attempt to tamper with
the band is made, our Enrollee App will immediately alert officers, ensuring they are promptly informed of potential violations.

Our ShadowPhone and App allow officers to monitor the movements and activities of enrollees through adjustable location
intervals, ensuring they comply with all requirements and restrictions. The app also includes features that allow officers to
communicate with enrollees, schedule appointments, and receive notifications of any changes in enrollee status.

With our tamperproof wristband and Enrollee App, officers can effectively supervise defendants or offenders in the
community, ensuring compliance with court orders and maintaining public safety. Our solution is easy to use, reliable, and
secure, providing officers with the tools they need to carry out their duties effectively.
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ShadoWatch
Our tamperproof wristwatch is a high-tech device designed for correction officers to monitor offenders and
defendants in the community. It is equipped with a range of features that make it an effective tool for tracking and
communication.

One of the key features of the watch is its two-way voice communication, which allows officers to stay in contact
with the Enrollee at all times.  The watch also includes messaging capabilities, which can be used to send alerts
and reminders to the Enrollee. This feature is particularly useful for appointment reminders or other important
notifications.  Another key feature of the watch is its motion sensor, which can be used to track the Enrollee's
movements and ensure compliance with any court-ordered restrictions. The watch is also tamperproof, which
means that any attempts to remove or tamper with the device will be detected.

Overall, our tamperproof wristwatch is a powerful tool for correction officers to monitor offenders and
defendants in the community. With its range of features and advanced technology, it provides a high level of
security and peace of mind for both the Enrollee and the officer.


